Government
Relations
Successful advocacy today requires more than relationships with
decision-makers and knowledge of government process and issues.
It demands an understanding of the political environment in which
decisions are made and the ability to align client and policy maker
objectives. Our bipartisan team has a proven record in handling
wide-ranging and complex issues. Our experience, from
Washington D.C. to state capitols to city halls, will help you
achieve your business and policy objectives.

Products & Services
Lobbying

PAC Management

Our bipartisan lobby teams educate
legislators and stakeholders on issues
and advocate for policies that are good
for our clients and for the states where
we do business.

We do everything from managing the
books to making sure you are in full
compliance with campaign finance laws
for local, state and federal Political Action
Committees.

Relationship Development

Campaign Contribution Strategy
Development

We can help you develop the right
relationships with elected officials
before you have a specific challenge
to overcome.

How do you decide to whom and how
much to give? We can help you build an
effective campaign contribution strategy
that forges the right relationships.

Issue Monitoring &
Bill Tracking

Regulatory Process Management

From bill introduction to the governor’s
desk, let us track and monitor legislation
that will affect how you do business in
the future.

We can help shape regulatory processes
and ensure your voice is heard as agencies and decision makers put new laws
into motion.

Grassroots Advocacy

Coalition Building

Through grassroots organizing, we help
ensure that lawmakers get stories
firsthand about how policies affect the
people who elected them.

Often times it takes more than one person
or business to make a difference. We can
help you build a coalition around an issue
so you don’t have to go it alone.
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